
CAMP TAMARACK CAMPER CODE OF CONDUCT

We want Camp Tamarack to be a fun and safe environment for everyone. In order to help us achieve this, it is important
that both you and your camper (a separate form for each camper) read and understand the Code of Conduct and agree to
the following rules by signing at the bottom of this page:

1. I will show respect to other campers and treat them as well as I would like to be treated.

2. I will show respect to staff and cooperate with their instructions.

3. I will respect the environment by refraining from littering and abusing/vandalizing equipment or facilities.

4. I will be sensitive to the needs of others and not discriminate based on age, race, gender, sexual preference,

ethnicity, body type, nationality, religion, disability or neurotypical.

5. I recognize that camp is not a place for “soap boxing” or any other type of intense debating regarding political,

social, religious or other preaching or debating. While I know the Camp respects my freedom of speech, I

recognize that the Camp has the goal of avoiding controversial arguments that are not consistent with getting

along in a camp community.

6. I will not verbally abuse others by using inappropriate language, gossip, threats, teasing, exclusion or harassment.

7. I will listen to my counsellors and all other Camp staff at all times.

8. I will not deliberately cause bodily harm to other campers, staff or myself. I understand that self harm and kicking,

punching, hitting or fighting are not acceptable forms of behaviour and will not be tolerated.

9. I will respect the privacy, personal space and property of other campers and staff.

10. I will be a positive contributor to and participant in all Camp programs and activities.

11. I understand that any form of tobacco product, cannabis, controlled substance, illegal substance or alcoholic

beverage is strictly forbidden at Camp and will result in the applicable consequence set out in the Summer 2024

Camper/Parent Handbook.

12. I understand that any type of weapon, fireworks and lighters are forbidden.

13. I have read, understood and will abide by all of the policies and protocols set out in all camp materials.

14. I have read and understand and will abide by the Camp Tamarack Social Networking Policy before, during and after

the Camp season

15. I understand that these rules and guidelines are for the safety and the protection of myself and all campers and

staff.

I agree to follow the Camp Tamarack Camper Code Of Conduct and understand the consequences (as set forth in the
Summer 2024 Camper/Parent Handbook) if I do not.

Camper Name: Date:

Camper Signature:

I have reviewed the Camp Tamarack Camper Code Of Conduct with my camper and understand the consequences (as set
forth in the Summer 2024 Parent/Camper Handbook) if they do not.

Parent/Guardian Name: Date:

Parent/Guardian Signature:

PLEASE UPLOAD THIS FORM TO YOUR CHILD’S CAMP BRAIN ACCOUNT NO LATER THAN JUNE 10, 2024


